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ABSTRACT: New reading and cultural practices have rendered traditional academic practices obsolete; thus, the challenges in social education are manifold, being the most decisive one concerning the maintenance of classic literate culture. Reading, which is currently characterized by the hybridization of traditions, genres and topics, needs to develop a social literary education which can teach intertextuality and intermodality keys in order to train expert readers. That said, in this social diversity the market looks for consumers and treats them globally, creating products led by a catalogue of readings that reminds to a sales list (superheroes, launchings of sagas or television series, among others), considered a reputable model and devoured in this feast of omnivore culture. In fact, it all belongs to the gear assembly that is marketing, and wipes out any chance for interpretation. In this context, the educator should find a formula which can find a balance between inclusive culture and quality culture in order to develop critical judgment. Regarding social education, the best way to preserve literary heritage is to set out a cultural competence which can appraise greatest hits and new recognitions as what they actually are: global marketing products. The relevant aspect of reading is its power for personal and social development. A proper and needed training -social education- will enable the formation of critical citizens, capable of interpreting and, by extension, discerning.
1. Introduction

New cultural and reading practices in the context of liquid modernity (constant transformation referred to the fluid we lived in that is currently “undermining the soundness of our traditions, of everything that we believed in because we thought that they had deep roots”, Campos & García, 2017, 98-99) have rendered traditional academic practices obsolete. In this management of formation, reading was considered a supplement for training and citizen participation. In this regard, Martos & Martos (2017) point out as follows:

Bauman has incorporated into his reflection the world of culture, given that education and culture are fields that cannot be separated nowadays; instead, social entrepreneurship and citizen movements have modified the daily reality of classrooms, and not only from perspectives such as social education, but also from the level of specific practices, communities of practices (Wenger) and others (428).

Therefore, the challenges of education in the era of liquid modernity (Bauman, 2007) are manifold, and the most decisive concerns about the importance of keeping the essential principles of classic literate culture (Chartier, 2000), which means the promotion of cultural inclusion to enable critical literacy of citizens (Martos & Martos, 2014). In this context, we cannot forget the surrounding reality, given that “diversity is an intrinsic feature of human groups, linked to differences in abilities, needs, interests, pace of personal growth, sociocultural conditions, etc., spreading to a wide range of situations” (Martínez Ezquierro, 2016a: 34). The market response to this social diversity, which consists in an increasingly hybrid and mixed community in the broader sense, has been the organization of production chains destined to the segmentation of audiences. In other words, people and communities have always been considered as global consumers that must be attracted and retained, leaving other considerations behind. However, there is currently a heightened sensitivity towards topics related to equality, environment, and quality of life in general, topics that have been gradually disdained in the market at the present time. The market sector, in its materialist and technocratic vision, have been setting aside anything regarding Hu
In contrast to that, school and university, considered "temples of knowledge" and places for alphabetization, have not been capable of reversing these “solvent” trends of liquid modernity. Moreover, society itself placed at the forefront values as healthy life habits, environmental awareness or food safety, spheres that are related to reading, even from other perspectives or scopes –such as new educational trends or Ecocriticism, which “joins studies about literature and environment and led to the creation of a school of literary criticism devoted to the study of the representation of the environment in literary works” (Campos & García, 2017: 96)– which focused the interest in alternative practices (nature classrooms, or consumer education, among others) and respond to the recovery of values formation, which are features tackled as attitudinal in the very first years of educational formation, according to Martínez Ezquerro (2017a):

Educating in values is one of the essential targets to achieve integral formation [...] and must be approached transversally in the different educational stages. Make students more aware [is essential and in line with that], we target other main educational goals [...], such as: developing literary competence considered not only as comprehension and pleasure for reading but also as a promoter of creation [...], showing the meaning of tales as identification and personal help, promoting reading as a habit [...], listening and writing, encouraging decision-making and initiative [...] and, at the same time, educating with a critical spirit. In sum, we are referring to tackle formation from an integral perspective (247-249).

In this context, where the values constitute major axes in diverse spheres, the abovementioned ecocriticism offers further readings, according to Campos & García (2017):

Precisely, social dimension of reading is tackled from New Literacy Studies (Street, 2004) impinges on its socialized practice and on cooperative writing, and proves that isolated reading, regardless of happening at home or in a library, is just one way to approach reading promoted from a private scope of the conception of knowledge as wisdom linked to elite, in other words, reading understood as a group of social practices that each community (re)builds and categorizes. In the era when Jenkins (2008) defines confluence and participation and where Internet is considered a collective intelligence, literate events (Martos García, 2017) offer the possibility of activating different strategies. What is relevant is that they are based on the “interaction of brains” and the conformation of a social practice intentionally oriented to reading (Campos, 2016) in the sense that Chartier (2000), Harari (2016) and other authors understand it, in other words, as a debate, exchange or communication not only in the interindividual level but also in the community level. Regarding this affirmation and along with the abovementioned cooperative writing, we should highlight the importance of a proper methodology implementation based on interrelation and reading feedback. We present the model by Martínez Ezquerro (2016b):

[The] The Interpretive Cooperation Method aims for the development of a shared knowledge of approached reading through the intervention in spaces of collaborative practice where the mediator motivates joint reflection. This technique develops interpretive competence, that is to say, the ability to understand and rebuild the sense of a work understood as a complex tissue of significance; likewise, it develops the contents corresponding to the solid pillars of curriculum [...], such as communicative oral and writing skills, the knowledge of language and, specially, the competence of literary education (1).

However, in this context –paradoxically– axiological relativism blocks critical thinking and, consequently, dissolves these communities of debate and exchange. This way, for instance, the catalogue of readings is similar to a sales list, as the contagious success of “fan culture” shows. This way, franchises, blockbusters and launching of sagas (Martos, 2006), television series or superheroes, among other phenomena, create prestigious models for cultural consumption, and they become Gordian knots that the educator or street animator cannot handle in order to find a balance between and inclusive culture and a quality culture to finally develop critical judgment. In fact, the enthusiasm of fans is a positive factor with the negative impact of presenting adhesions...
that belong to the gear assembly that is marketing and wipe out any chance for interpretation or distancing from that fictional universe. It is hard to define the profile of a homogeneous reader or receiver towards these new cultural products; instead, we can appreciate (or pursue) a plural reader, precisely to explore the possible continuations of the producer. The universe created by Tolkien, for instance, has been the greatest example of this phenomenon: versions that are very popular in the media, maps and atlas, expanded universe, etc. have served to shape a multiplicity of audience. A similar situation has been observed regarding fanfiction, which rewrites a successful work in different registers and keys (for example, the “gay fanfic”) and—in many occasions—, with surprising attitudes. We should remember that Avatar (2009) generated a trend of audience who felt depressed and nostalgic for the pristine world of Pandora. In this regard, Martos & Martos (2017) point out that the world of sagas and fan fiction responds to:

- the prototypes of these new cultural practices, given that fan culture and ongoing stories are symptoms of a new mindset often in evident contradiction with academic culture. For instance, fans of fanfiction are actually amateurs writers, their products, fan-fictions are an example of drafts, and beta readers perform the same role as teachers: monitoring the process for the beginning writer to resolve possible problems. The difference is in the environment and the context, not only because they are using digital platforms, but also because of the inclusive sense; the beta reader is not an evaluator but a kind of colleague, and the emulated texts are target of a creative appropriation chosen by the subject, enabling a variety of rewritings and in many languages, according to the different talents and personal preferences (429).

In contrast to academic culture, hierarchical and vertical, new cultural practices are located in urban scenarios of “hub”, collaborative and nodal exchange, where heterogeneous initiatives and platforms are generated. Banksy and his street art would be a good evidence of that, with the slogan: “Better out than in”. This “out”, in literate culture, involves the distancing from the academic perspective, in other words, placing value on workshops, routes, performances, and everything that means the understanding of reading as an alive practice, in interaction with various scenarios and audiences, opened to collaboration and convergence with other means, just as Jenkins said (2008).

2. Good practices / emerging practices

From the perspective of the aforementioned New Literacy Studies (Street, 2004), in the paradigm of reading as a social activity, practices are understood not only as efficient models, but also as other reference practices that, taken from other contexts, can be extrapolated by the educator or entrepreneur. The literate events (Martos García, 2013) designed by these entrepreneurs start with an observation of the environment (located literacy), although they should be inspired by all kinds of references, paying attention to the motto “Think globally, act locally”. The starting point is the deep knowledge of the proximity areas. In other words, it is necessary to apply a chorographic approach, paying attention to the area or the shared place where the intervention is sought: a school, a neighborhood, a town or a wider area. The global approach is ensured when that knowledge is confronted with good practices from any place or culture, in a world that is already a “classroom without walls” (McLuhan & Carpenter, 1974).

Emerging practices in reading and writing (Martos Núñez, 2006) seem to be have been linked over the past few years to the use of ICT, virtual environments (libraries, websites, etc.) and social networks, which allow collaborative work, the formation of learning communities, collective creation strategies or the direct exchange of experiences, among others, in order to develop common actions in this specific environment. In particular, hypertext fiction, kinetic poetry, interactive fiction, stories generated by computer software, literary performances, amateur writing, fan fiction, novels displayed as emails, SMS messages, etc. are examples of emerging practices of electronic reading and writing (Kerkhove, 1999), which correspond to a world that is radically different from the culture inherited from the 20th century. It is not only that print culture has lost ground among young people in favor of media and digital culture; moreover, certain roles and basic perceptions have changed. In this sense, Martínez Ezquerrro (2017b) indicates the following:

If we consider certain reflections that McLuhan (1969) provides on the new cultural realities created by computer resources, we agree that the historical evolution of technologies has made a breakthrough in relation to the development of printing in contrast to oral culture. In these moments of “convergence of forms and knowledge” we are facing the enormous potential that cyber libraries offer us; the “hybrid resources” are fortunately complementary. Our way of achieving knowledge is now multidirectional instead
of the linearity that it presented in previous periods (270).

Nevertheless, we should not forget the negative aspects of this ubiquitous trend of digital devices, connected reading, etc., since digital competences do not ensure the control of the rest of the competences. Specifically, critical reading is not enhanced, and this is a key aspect if we aim to educate readers not only as consumers of products or as informed users, but as responsible citizens with their own criteria to make their choices, citizens that know and, even more, have wisdom.

3. Young people as a public: cultural consumption and critical reading

Duarte (1996) raises the nodal aspect of the issue when he describes the axes of reading for young people as “beasts to be exposed” and “dreams”. Certainly, adolescent imageries (Efrón, 2010) follow many stereotypes fostered by clearly capitalistic fictions, and the new utopias appear as “mist” in a world that is rather dystopian. In this context Blanes (2018) questions whether Hunger Games (2008) is a televised revolution, which means a media performance, like Big Brother. This fiction and others (Millenium, Avatar...) promote the so-called “models of phallic women” (Bernárdez, 2012: 92), which are typical of a media post-feminism. It is true that these new emerging audiences are shaping cultural consumption, which is already displaying the figure of the prosumer or what Peterson (2005) defines as cultural omnivorism, as indicated by Martos & Martos (2017):

Peterson (2005) establishes a casuistry between univores and omnivores of elite culture and popular culture, but this only applies clearly at the endings, this means, the upper class individual who has “exquisite” tastes (highbrow univores), and the lower class individual that is identified as an example of bad taste (lowbrow univores). Behaviors will usually swing in a gray scale, adopting intermediate options. Audiovisual trends and the whole Internet promote an often superficial interest for different cultural manifestations, for example, zen, coaching, ecologism ..., which leads to reaffirm the growing segmentation of audiences and, in line with liquid modernity, an increase of the relativization regarding interests or hobbies. The customization or personalization of myths and readings (“tuneo” “tuning”, in words of Martos, 2006: 63) would be a symptomatic example of this (450).

All of this offers a close relationship with the new culture of equality, with the society of entrepreneurship and social mobility. Ultimately, cultural habits have become as hybrid and mixed as society itself. In fact, there are no omnivores or “univores” but people who consume a small segment of culture, an audience shaped around a series of shared habits, as happens with fans. This being so, aesthetic and literary education is increasingly closer to consumer education, but according to the analogical hermeneutics (Beuchot, 2000), we are prisoners of a series of stereotypes that allow us to access, for example, the subtlety of the symbolic universe. Fictions as Transformers, The Avengers and others display a neo-epic narration with a parade of heroes described as banal and rude, pasting elements as the team made up of gods like Thor or Loki and superheroes as Hulk or Captain America, not to mention the fetishism of the robots that reduced the early myth of the automaton to a pugilistic combat and display of weapons. The shaping of young people as “rebels without a cause” logically follows this dynamic that segregates, marginalizes, and even criminalizes them (Martos & Martos, 2017):

the behavior of young people before new media is explained by notions such as segmentation, randomness, immediacy, instantaneousness, non-sequenti ality, de-hierarchization, speed or hedonism (Efrón, 2010), separately reception, isolated innovation, linked to an individual inspiration or an immediate genius, stop making sense. The Internet is increasingly changing into the realm of collective intelligence, of “group geniuses”, and therefore the Network is becoming a sensory prosthesis that ruminates all that increasingly globalized art that we consume (430).

Influencers and youtubers –to mention some—commenting on books are examples of this “canned” consumer trend; readers and / or receivers have so many books to choose from that in a certain way they “delegate” the choice to these people. The risk is obvious: there is hardly any direct contact with these sources, for example, classic literature. Internet has become that collective intelligence, that extended mind or exobrain (Bartra, 2007) that offers all the required information without considering its reliability. As in Don Quixote, in the episode when they purge the library of the nobleman, it is necessary to “dismiss” or reject certain subproducts, in other words, stereotyped, “toxic” works; in sum, works of a very low quality. It is necessary, therefore, to train young people to recognize these stereotypes.

Fragmentation and saturation of information have, however, a positive aspect; they allow a distant and detached reading of many works, a pre-reading that is simply accompanied by a few data that make readers feel attracted or rejected.
For example, the label “terror” or “zombie”, attracts or repels certain receivers. Precisely the highest quality works, due to their density, require a complex labeling; see the film Prometheus (2012), for example, which is already an indicator. Therefore, they force us, to use varied and eclectic criteria: terror may not be free of philosophical aspects, it can even have a subtle symbolism (Walking Dead, released in 2010). We return to the subject of hermeneutics and symbolism as essential dimensions to “deconstruct” these fictions that influence youth so much (Reguillo, 2004).

4. Empathy with nature and vindication of magic

Once that scientific community had admitted the significance of concepts as emotional intelligence, multiple intelligences and in essence, the importance of emotions in social learning, we should highlight the idea of empathy (Marroquín, 2002); in fact, this is not only a matter of grasping the imagination behind literature, getting to know its key points and conventions (Tolkien’s imagery, for example), but also a matter of sharing it, given that an exchange is generated, a confab that ultimately defines the fan phenomenon (Martos García, 2008).

Progress towards a society of justice and solidarity is underpinned, according to Waal (2011), by an intelligent management of altruism and cooperation. Abram (1996), one of the most renowned researchers of ecology and language, notes the necessity of rethinking the bonds among knowledge, language and world view from an ethno-graphic perspective, in this case. This way, anthropocentrism and eurocentrism are surpassed when studying shamanism in Bali and their beliefs about animism that, as in the case of Africa, Siberia and others places around the world, is not a trace of archaic superstitions but a form of organization of their knowledge about the world with alternative categories which, according to the abovementioned author, connects with the new “ecosocial” demands of our era. Indigenous cultures consider some things as wonder, we call those things nature. The key lies in a simplistic understanding of these axiological systems located in these cultures, for instance, the confrontation between spirit and matter. In the words of Abram (1996):

the ecological function of shamans, their role as mediators between the Earth and human society is not always obvious [...]. People need shamans to heal a tribe member that suffers from insomnia, or to find lost goods. We see them entering a trance and sending their conscience to other dimensions seeking for help. However, we should not rush to consider these dimensions “supernatural”, or to interpret them as inner realms of the shaman’s psyche, given that the internal world in western psychology, for example, Heaven for Christians, is likely to be the result of the loss of reciprocity with the living territory. When the animated presences that we evolved with over the years are suddenly considered as less significant than humans, when the Earth that nurtured us is defined as soulless [...], then this wild otherness that had always been intertwined with human life must migrate, whether to a supersensible heaven beyond natural world or to the human brain, the only permissible haven in this world (25).

Both sensorial and psychological territory, in other words, sensual and animated land weaving subtle threads of interaction among all living beings. Animated ecology (instead of soulless Earth, as in the text), or geomythology of belonging (Harman, 2007) point out the link between people and their surroundings. It makes no sense to talk about “Nature”, apart from humans; instead, we should talk about “cultural landscape”, a landscape shaped by their inhabitants. Now we can better understand the relationship between magic and initiation rituals, based on the protocol to learn, to face adversity, to accurately read the signs of the world... In other words, to train in “subtlety” and the power of expanding the mind.

Nature talk to us (Guimarães, Barbosa & Fonseca, 2004) in many ways: the sound of water, the shiver of the mountains, the storm that shakes the sky... We have largely lost this mythopoetic ability of seeing and hearing Nature with no materialistic veil between. Hence the tendency to fantasy in every genre and trend, like an openness to these new worlds that we barely envision. Nonetheless, imageries are often misunderstood due to clichés interested in our contemporary culture. One emblematic example is the concept of dystopia, an imaginary and catastrophic situation considered a premonition of the subsequent events and changes that mankind will have to face in the following decades, according to Asimov on science fiction (1986). This literature of changes, fictions about cyborgs or zombies, are none other than nightmares arising out of posthumanism and capitalism recreated as tales about the end of the world, caused by nuclear wars, climatic disasters, viruses, pandemics, zombie attacks, etc. This way, the movie Soylent Green (1973), based on a novel by Harry Harrison, foresaw the extinction of mankind due to overpopulation, climatic change and political corruption.

We could say that these fantasy tales conceal veritable portraits of reality and lack of the ability
of shamans for spreading the limits of knowledge. The idea of death as a parade of vampires or zombies agrees with the view of aversion that spread through the European society over the years, like the plague or other phenomena of social impact. What is important is that the macabre is alien to the roots of Christianity and Shamanism, so this overdose of violence, blood, gruesomeness, destruction and corpses accounts for the fears of culture in the 20th and 21st centuries. Illusions that paralyze the projects of social reconstruction. On other occasions, the motor for change is not a human reality but something else: aliens, space beings and their impact on society. Childhood’s End, by Arthur C. Clarke (2000) and its television series adaptation (2015) is an example of the paradoxes than can arise, since the “Overlords” or aliens end all wars in the Earth, but their initiative is geared towards mutation and extinction of mankind as known today.

The abovementioned cases are only some examples of the complexity of entangled threads that fiction, subject of attention of youngsters nowadays. To name another one, since the universe created by Tolken, epic fantasy has resulted in a significant vein of gold regarding action fiction using a variety of scenarios: futuristic, medieval or barbarian, aesthetics of crime novel, interaction with alien species, etc. Hits as Blade Runner (1982), Alien (1979) or Prometheus (2012) join several subcodes, embodying hybridization in 21st century literature. Indeed, recycling is the basis for this mixture, composing the postmodern era that we live in. Exoteric and esoteric values overlap so readings compiling literal and figurative meanings and massive consumption of violent fiction do not avoid the rise of certain relevant symbols, such as some sages and superheroes, that Harari (2016) usefully defined as “Homo deus”. According to Topuzian (2013):

Dominique Maingueneau states that, at present, the intermedial bonds are more related to strategies for distribution, circulation and market of artistic and cultural products than to their actual development or creation, that is to say, to their formal articulation considered as the display mode of the product itself. […] The book, and literature by extension, do not disappear; they enter a new system. The success of the Harry Potter series is indissolubly linked to its success as movies and videogames. [...] Literature provides screenplays and images to the media, which can turn them into videogames, video clips, television series or movies; this is the route of Literature transformed into a monument, an immense reserve of plots for a multimedia production, which in turn provides a “derived product”, a literary production, in an endless spiral (303-304).

In any case, we stand witness to the perception of the end of an era, a millennial atmosphere where every post-apocalyptic fiction makes sense, the literature of change and the need of a liberating and remedial action. This brings us back to the basic essentials, what Campbell (1959, 25) called the monomyth: universal mythological structure which lies beneath tales, classic myths and post-modernity fictions as well. Teaching educators this architecture regarding the myth is the basis for the detection of the same patterns and narrative lines in other important references (Game of Thrones, 2011; The Lord of the Rings, 2001; The Wizard of Oz, 1939; etc.). This diversity, from the perspective of the receiver, is a plurality of “radio signals” that everyone can tune through different radio frequencies, given that their abilities enable channel scanning. The reading or listener experiences lead to the tuning of certain broadcasts, gaining familiarity with some of them.

Following on the metaphor of the radio, sometimes the channel is concentrated around specific elements: certain types of music, information, etc. The perception of the listeners starts with a particular channel which offers the specific elements that they are looking for, achieving a target audience, and this is made dynamically: channels can gather or miss listeners, other channels can be launched… Insisting on the analogy, the radio station is somehow the educational center and its strategies –didactics–, and readers are the possible radio amateurs, taking into consideration the fact that not only school teaches –the nearest environment–; instead, the whole world broadcasts. In this way, the variety of audiences, situations and initiatives adjust with the law of supply and demand and with the new cultural streams, that is to say, with the rest of ecosystems that are present in reading. For instance, municipal programs of reading encouragement or events as White Night (Nuit Blanche created in Paris back in 2002 that spread to other European capitals and important cities and whose aim is to make contemporary artistic creation more accessible to people) are initiatives that make visible other methods of diffusion of literature, alternative to official education. The pursuit of social and cultural inclusion underlies in these activities, according to Martos & Martos (2017):

the concepts of social and cultural inclusion (Blanco, 2006), along with other similar ideas such as digital inclusion proved to be a new way of understanding culture and incorporating more efficient initiatives on the environment, the heritage and cultural memory, enhancing entrepreneurship and self-awareness of communities. Placing value on participation and
collaboration, minor cultural expressions gain prominence, because they belong to the plural panorama that we want to highlight. The same happens with written culture, which is expressed in multitude of situations, contexts and forms, and not only in those coined by traditional academic culture, that is to say, the socially accepted cultural practices (Barton y Hamilton, 2004), that cannot avoid the rising of vernacular practices (429).

In the light of these affirmations, it is essential to settle a pedagogy of diversity, capable of the achievement of a social and cultural inclusion, which corresponds with the reality that society offers.

5. Conclusions

We can ask ourselves whether reading is currently a “social glue”. The formation of society is an apparent paradox for literary education. On the one hand, there is talk about autotelism of the literary discourse (Topuzian, 2013), which highlights its autonomy, but it also offers a certain “pointlessness” to the extent that literature becomes self-referential, that is to say, useless from the perspective of its application to the real world. However, the diverse post-estructuralist trends and the same reception theory have corrected the poetics of the “ivory tower” when highlighting that even literary hermeneutics requires an interpreting community, in other words, a cluster of interactive readings, connected among them and connected with a wider cultural environment. This entails that some authors broaden the problem to the intermedial dimension, that is to say, painting, cinema, theatre, etc., as fields of artistic elaboration suited to the 21st century, where literature is a hybrid among art and technology. Chartier (2000) stated the dissolution of classic textual genders in the format of codexes into a new threshold, digital text, which can be considered formless. Literature do not disappear; instead, it is framed in the new system which is displayed in the new dissemination and marketing strategies, offering material that can be sold in different formats (videogames, television series, etc.). All the multimedia productions that are generated, turn it into “transformed literature”, shaping a spiral created by the derived product, literary production and media outreach (Topuzian, 2013: 304).

Just as happened with written culture, which overshadowed orality and its folkloric productions, written literary culture is currently soaked with this media textuality (Scolari, 2009). The walkways are so wide and crowded that it is difficult to picture certain authors -regardless of being classic or contemporary authors- without the massive dissemination of their written texts (E.A Poe or other greatest novelists of adventure novels are just a mere example).

The second paradox arises from the fact that, despite the omission of Humanities in education -among them, literature-, the new social demands create the need of rethinking literature as a social intervention, in the style of Sartre given that, even when it is said that literature always talks about itself, it is true that in the face of the challenges of exclusion, empathy, the pursuit of a healthy life, the desire of a world of justice and solidarity... the abovementioned literary topics have at the very least a parabolic meaning. The values are inferred in the text while the text itself participates in this spiral of self-reflection. For instance, Eclogue III (Égloga III) by Garcilaso de la Vega, which is set in the banks of the river Tagus (Tajo in Spanish, Tejo in Portuguese) and whose main characters are four nymphs, can be interpreted in terms of eocriticism and if we compare it to tales in western art (locus amoenus) it provides an alternative discourse that advocates for the environment and activates in turn cultural functions (Quiles, Palmer & Rosal, 2015), which are essential for citizen education (preservation of memory and heritage). This is the link among past, present and future, when we choose nymphs, mermaids or other imaginary characters to bring it to our reality.

The end of literature, as we know it, is in direct proportion to the dissemination of the market deployment and media convergence (Jenkins, 2008). Regarding social education -as well as other fields-, the best way to preserve the literary legacy is setting out a critic cultural competence that can understand that the greatest hits (sagas, television series, superheroes, etc.) and recognitions are in the hands of the market and its franchises. Deconstruction, alternative trends or actions of comparative literature (Link, 1997) are drops in an artificial and monitored desert. Therefore, it is essential to study cultural consumption and new practices, as well as the profiles and personal tastes of youth in postmodernity, given that they are defining the new spaces, even though any dream of freedom will have to avoid ideological or political content (Fernández Mallo, 2010). Minimizing the limits of high culture and popular culture, of pop and afterpop according to this author, is a vital task. Literature, art in general, is eclectic and running ahead of formal purity; moreover, it includes graphic resources, sound, music and hypertextual variations. If we think about the stories on the Internet, many of them were written by fans of sagas or movies that borrow their narrative
elements to use them according to their particular interests.

In a similar context, the subtlety addresses a dual need: training in hermeneutics and in critical literacy, given that they will enable a subtle reading. Likewise, subtlety is linked to people literacy, with the ability to interpret political or advertising manipulating messages. Reading promotes both personal and social development. In this sense, sharing imageries (García Rivera, 2004) is an efficient way to generate a ‘social glue’ that empower human communities to be more civic and socialized. This is appreciable in the case of fan communities. Moreover, this could be the new particular targets reached by literary culture in contexts for particular groups. Certainly, imageries are not harmless; they can be funny, boring, beneficial or pernicious. Critical reading, the mediator as an expert reader, hermeneutics, the practice of debate and the systematic doubt, are placed there with the aim of channeling where possible all these fictions and media popular creations.

It is therefore necessary, in consequence, to behave as hybrid beings, cultural “amphibians” (Bajtin, 1974), versatile in the sense of achieving the combination of classic written culture and new emerging forms. For instance, the so-called surf reading matches more with the selective search in Google, typical of hipertextual readings, than with a fast reading. We pass from one information to another according to a preset guiding thread. In the classic method of concordance, we somehow found the “textual mining”, but modern methods and software analysis of the discourse enable the reconstruction of architecture of texts with heuristic methods, more efficient than classic ones. This way, we conclude this article stating that plural and multifaceted current literature is a hybridization of traditions, genres and topics, which require a literary education that can provide the required keys for intertextuality and intermodality, as well as hermeneutical tools to interpret these fictions, in order to get to the expert reader or achieve subtlety (Beuchot, 2000), according to analogic hermeneutics.
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